










































































































































































































































































Michael D. D. White                                                                                      62 Montague Street, Apt. 3E

Co-foun der                      Brooklyn, New York 11201

W: (718) 797-5207

E-mail Backpack362@aol.com

March 23, 2016
James G. Van Bramer, Chair
Committee on Cultural Affairs,
   Libraries and International Intergroup Relations
Council Chambers
City Hall
New York, NY 10017

Re: Preliminary Budget Hearing - Libraries.

Dear Committee:

As we go forward into our now fourth year testifying, I think we all now know by now how all
this goes:

Citizens Defending Libraries says that New York libraries should be funded to a level
sufficient such that the underfunding of libraries cannot be cited as an excuse to sell and
shrink libraries, libraries like the central destination Brooklyn Heights Library with its
special focus on Baseness Career and Education functions or the 34th Street Science,
Industry and Business Library with the consequent shrinkage of Mid-Manhattan library. .
. .

You, the public’s representatives sitting on the City Council thereupon respond saying
that you appreciate our passion for libraries and respectfully disagree with us.

Our own math is simple and straightforward.  It doesn’t get tangled in budget dance questions of
whether we start out at zero base-line funding or 50% base-line funding: It focuses just on where
we must wind up and the fact that losing valuable libraries provided to us by the sacrifice and
wise investment of previous generations means suffering profound public losses.

Our demand is not unreasonable given that libraries are the merest fraction of the NYC budget to
fund, but this is the City Council Chamber where, when citing the underfunding of libraries as an
excuse to sell them at a loss:

• Councilman Brad Lander said of any higher level of funding, “We are not going
to get there in the near term, honestly this decade” (essentially the entirety of the
de Blasio administration if reelected), and

• Councilman David Greenfield said, “the reality is that our public libraries are
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underfunded” and that we can’t hope that the resources for needed repairs “are
going to fall from the sky.” 

Really?  In this time of unprecedented plenty when the city is awash in surplus funds as never
before?

As New York Times columnist Jim Dwyer pointed out, in 8 years just past, at least $620 million
was spent on just three sports arenas, (the Ratner/Prokhorov "Barclays" included) and that this
amount was 1.37 times the amount spent on libraries serving seven times as many users.

The City Council can’t find money to prevent the sale and shrinkage of libraries, but when the
Central Library Plan proposed to sell and shrink libraries (Mid-Manhattan and SIBL) in a drastic
reduction of library space together with an exile of books, the City Council was supporting that
plan’s expenditures of hundreds of millions of dollars of public money.  When the plan (stil
supported by the Council) was finally derailed, its cost was to be in excess one half billion
dollars.

Further, the Comptroller delivered a letter critiquing the basic notion that the self-cannibalizing
sale of libraries the Council supports, purportedly to fund other libraries, doesn’t make sense
because:

"It is simply unsustainable for the City to rely solely on the disposition of property
to cover capital needs without fixing the systemic causes for the capital gap."

What is newly before us now are the following:

• It has been revealed that the bid of the developer (giving money to de Blasio) to
whom the Brooklyn Heights Library is being handed off for a minuscule fraction
of its value to the public is a low bidder for the property with a bid that is
substantially inferior in other ways as well.  The New York Post reported how the
bid is 20% below market and 12% below one of the two other higher bids.  As the
BPL is only netting a very small amount selling this recently expanded and fully
upgraded library for less than the value of a vacant lot, that low bid cuts down on
any netting funds to a proportionately much greater degree.

• The documentation, also covered by the New York Post, that the BPL, while
claiming poverty as a reason to sell libraries, is sitting on more than $100 million
in long unspent funds for capital repairs, essentially hiding it.

• It is not just libraries that are being plundered: De Blasio’s deputy development
mayor is also raiding Department of Education funds in amounts that have not
been revealed to help push through the sale of the Brooklyn Heights Library with
a backroom deal unveiled at the last minute and still not publicly scrutinized.

We must note that, except for this testimony of our Citizens Defending Libraries, no mention of
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any of the above surfaced at this hearing. 

We also suggest that you look into the latest figures on the cost of building the tiny, largely
underground, mostly bookless library that is supposed, eventfully, to open in place of the once
fabulous and beloved Donnell Library.  Donnell was closed in the spring of 2008. You ought to
discover that the NYPL is netting even less from the sale of this library than previously thought,
at this point perhaps less than $20 million.

The Donnell debacle was the model for the now pending Brooklyn Heights Library transaction,
and Brooklyn Public Library president Linda Johnson just months ago told the City Council in
these chambers that the Heights Library transaction is, in turn, being viewed as model for
transactions that all three NYC library systems are working on.

In this day and age of escalating power inequality and wealth inequality and in this city where the
real estate industry is a major driver of forces in that regard, people wonder on whose side this
City Council and the de Blasio administration stand.  Within the last few days there was a lot
going on in the Council Chambers to push through the de Blasio administration city-wide
Rezoning Plans Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH) and Zoning for Quality and
Affordability (ZQA). These proposals were very complex, hard to understand or analyze, they
were moving fast, partly a moving target.  People were trying hard to catch up and fathom where
the de Blasio administration and City Council priorities were: Were they with the public or the
real estate industry?

The dust is settling, but what is happening with the selling off of libraries is relatively simple and
straightforward and could be used a window on what overall priorities really are. Choosing to sell
libraries to turn them into real estate deals that benefit the real estate industry, not the public,
speaks of a priority that favors the moneyed real estate industry. 

We appreciate that the City Council demonstrates its passion about funding for the libraries. 
What we sorely wish is that the Council’s passion extended to ensuring sufficient funding of
libraries so that there would be no excuse to hand off libraries as real estate boondoggles.

Sincerely,

Michael D. D. White
Citizens Defending Libraries
















































